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PLACE CHANGE

54 Change “(e)” to “(v)” twice.
67 Interchange labels “srse” and“srsre”.
91−2 Change to “repetitions of vertices and no repetitions of edges. Clearly such

a path is reduced.”.
118 Change “EX” to “V X”.
115 Change boldface subscript “ι” to ordinary subscript “ι”.
115 Change “and” to “and”.
126 Change “elements 1,1” to “element 1”.
1311 Change“te(G(e)” to “G(e)te”.
1713 Delete “so G/N ≈ π(G\T )”.
1811 Change “EX±1” to “ET±1”.
271 Interchange “Gτe = G{p,p′}” and “Ge”.
295 Interchange “V ” and “E”.
3212 Change “u1” to “g1”.
3313 Change “α(e)(ατe(g

te)u)” to “α(e)(ατ̄e(g
te)(u))”.

359 Change “ ∗
v∈V

G(v)” to “G = ∗
v∈V

G(v)”.

3910 Change “69” to “71”.
3910 Change “e = EY0” to “e ∈ EY0”.
407 Delete one “meet any”.
4117 Change “thdn” to “then”.
4119 Change “g · · · ” to “g2 · · · ”.
44 Stallings (1991) uses similar techniques to prove many other results.
451 Change “G” to “∗i∈IGi”.
457 Insert Corollary: If α : F → G is a homomorphism of free groups then there

exist subgroups F1 and F2 of F such that F = F1 ∗ F2, and α is injective
on F1, and α is trivial on F2. (Herbert Federer and Bjarni Jónsson, Some
properties of free groups, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., 63 (1950), 1-27.)

4510 Change “take” to “takes”.
453 Change “Gerardin” to “Gérardin”.



PLACE CHANGE

4610−12 Change “Theorem 8.3 seems to have been first stated explicitly in Serre
(1977), but is essentially contained in Reidemeister (1932), Section 4, 20.”
to “Theorem 8.3 is due to Serre (1977). Reidemeister (1932) came close to
discovering it.”

466,5 Delete “Serre . . . by”.
463 Change “Wagner (1957),” to “Grushko (1940) for the case where F has finite

rank, and to Wagner (1957) for the general case,”
5010 Change “(v, v′)” to “(v′, v)”.
535 Change “= v(e∗)” to “= v(e)∗”.
5418 Change “s(v) = s(w) then e(v) = e(w) for all e ∈ E” to “e(v) = e(w) for all

e ∈ E then s(v) = s(w)”.
543 After “δ(ss′) ⊆ δs” insert “ ∪ δs′”.
552 Change “s′(v)” to “s(v′)”.
5511 Add “and not containing 0,1” after “En−1”.
5713,3 Change “E′ ∪ E” to “E ∪ E′”.
6117,23 Change “ιs, τs = τs∗, ιs∗” to “ιs = ιs∗, τs, τs∗” twice.
7110 Change“Fredenthal” to “Freudenthal”.
7718 Change“and” to “and”.
8310 Change “S′” to“E′”.
8311 Change “{e}” to “{e}”.
9216 Delete “T̃1 to a path of”.
997 Change “succesor” to “successor”.
10011 Change “H-H” to “G-H”.
1013 Change “amost” to “almost”.
1025 Change “<” to “≤”.
1039−13 Change to “If (p, q, r) = (2, 3, 6) then acb, bac generate a free abelian sub-

group of rank two and index 6; see Magnus (1974),p.69.”
10519 Bass (1993) gives a (short) proof that G has a free subgroup of index n.
1079 Change “G indexed by A” to “A indexed by G”.
1075 Change“of AG” to “of (G,A)”.
11514 Change “Theorem 3.1” to “Theorem 3.13”.
1349 Change “(1968)” to “(1971)”.
13214 Change “B” to“R”.
1345 Change to “Theorem 6.12 is due to Hopf for G finitely generated, and the

general case is new”.
1343 Change “Theorem 4.12” to “Theorem 4.11”.
1369 Change the first “P” to “G”.
13610 Change “H∗” to “H∗” and “Hi” to “Hi”.
1342 After “Brown(1982)” add “and Zimmerman (1981)”.
13612 Change “H∗” to “H∗” and “Hi” to “Hi”.
1402 Change “he” to “the”.
14213 Change “P” to “Q” and “P ′” to “Q′”.
14212 Change “P” to “Q”.
14211 Change “P → P ′” to “Q → Q′”.



PLACE CHANGE

14210 Change “P → P ′” to “Q → Q′”.
1427 Change “Q” to “B” twice.
14311−13 Change “P” to “Q”, “P ′” to “Q′”,“P ′′” to “Q′′”, twice each.
1433 Change “moduls” to “modules”.
1443,2 Change the seven occurrences of “P” to “Q”.
1462,3 Change “∂(p⊗ q) = ∂P p⊗ q + (−1)deg qp⊗ ∂qq” to

“∂(p⊗ q) = (−1)deg q∂P p⊗ q + p⊗ ∂qq”.
14610−4 Should read

“(∂P⊗Qx) ∩ ϕ
= [(−1)deg q∂P p⊗ q + p⊗ ∂Qq] ∩ ϕ
= (−1)deg q∂P p⊗ ϕq + p⊗ ϕ∂Qq
= (−1)deg q∂P⊗C(p⊗ ϕq) + [(p⊗ q) ∩ ϕ∂Q]
= (−1)deg q∂P⊗C [(p⊗ q) ∩ ϕ] + [(p⊗ q) ∩ ∂Hom(Q,C)ϕ]

= (−1)deg q∂P⊗C(x ∩ ϕ) + (x ∩ ∂Hom(Q,C)ϕ)
If, further, ϕ is homogeneous, then either ∂P⊗C(x∩ϕ) = 0 or degϕ = −deg q,
and in both cases we can write

(4) (∂P⊗Qx) ∩ ϕ = ((−1)deg ϕ∂P⊗C(x ∩ ϕ)) + x ∩ ∂Hom(Q,C)ϕ”.

14813 In 2.16 Proposition, in the display change “ExtR(B,C)” to “ExtnR(B,C)”
twice, and after the display change “commutes” to “commutes with sign
(−1)n”.

1489 In 2.17 Proposition, in the display change “ExtnR(B
′, C)” to “ExtR(B

′, C)”,

and change“Extn+1
R (B′′, C)” to “ExtR(B

′′, C)”, and after the display delete
“with sign (−1)n+1”.

1485 Interchange “η” and “ξ”.
14910 Change “∂P⊗C(x ∩ ϕ)− (−1)degϕ(x ∩ ∂Hom(Q,C)ϕ” to

“((−1)degϕ∂P⊗C(x ∩ ϕ)) + x ∩ ∂Hom(Q,C)ϕ”.

14911,12 Delete “with sign −(−1)degϕ = (−1)n+1”.
14915 In 2.18 Proposition, in the display change “Extn−1

R ” to “Extn+1
R ”.

14917 In 2.18 Proposition, after the display change “commutes with sign (−1)n” to
“commutes with sign (−1)n+1”.

15416 Change the first “is” to “in”.
1551 In top display change “(−1)n+1ξ ∩ −” to “ξ ∩ −”.
1551 Change “exact at R” to “exact at RG”.
1565 Change “Theorem I.9.2” to “Corollary I.9.4”.
1584 Change “contractible n-manifoldX” to “K-orientableK-acyclicK-homology

n-manifold X, as defined in Section 3 of Dicks-Leary (1995)”.
1635,7 Change “[1, Rp]” to “[2, Rp]” twice.
16313 Add “and mp,1 denotes 1”.
17013 Change “Thus H is FP∞” to “Thus G is FP∞”.
17117−19 Change “ notice . . . .” to “notice that the G-action arises by embedding G

in H ≀ Symn and defining actions of Hn and Symn separately.”.



PLACE CHANGE

1739 Delete “G-finite” after “locally finite”.
17320−4 Replace with

“Fix a vertex v0 of Y0.
Consider any w ∈ V0, and recursively construct an infinite reduced path

Pw as follows. Start with the vertex w, thought of as a base vertex, and take
the neighbours of w to be the base vertices of their respective components
in the forest Y0 − star(w). Since Y0 − star(w) is infinite and has only finitely
many components, one of the components is infinite. Choose one of these
infinite components, and if there are more than one, choose one which does
not contain v0. This choice of infinite subtree corresponds to choosing an
edge incident to w to be the first edge in our infinite path. We now repeat
the same procedure with our chosen infinite subtree with base vertex. In this
way, we recursively construct an infinite reduced path Pw which starts at w,
and does not contain any edge f such that w lies in an infinite component of
Y0 − {f} not containing v0.

Let e be an edge of Y0. Let Y0(v0, e) denote the Y0-geodesic from v0 to a
vertex of e, but not passing through e. Let δY0(v0, e) denote the finite set
of edges of Y0 which have one vertex in δY0(v0, e) and the other vertex not
in Y0(v0, e). Thus e lies in δY0(v0, e), and Y0(v0, e) forms one of the finite
components of Y0− δY0(v0, e). Let Ye denote the the subtree of Y0 generated
by the finitely many finite components of Y0 − δY0(v0, e), so Ye is finite.

For e ∈ EY0, w ∈ V Y0, we claim that if e ∈ Pw then w ∈ Ye. Suppose that
w does not lie in Ye, so w lies in an infinite component Y1 of Y0 − δY0(v0, e).
Let f denote the element of δY0(v0, e) incident to Y1. Then f lies between
w and Y0(v0, e). Hence f lies between w and v0. Also, Y1 is an infinite
component of Y0 − {f} containing w, so by its construction, Pw stays in Y1

and does not cross f . Hence Pw does not meet Y0(v0, e), so does not contain
e. This proves the claim.

For any v in V , there is a unique element g of G such that gv ∈ V0,
because G acts freely on V , and we define Pv = g−1Pgv. Thus Pv is an
infinite reduced path in T which begins at v.

Consider any edge e of T . We claim that there are only finitely many
v ∈ V such that e belongs to Pv. Suppose then that v ∈ V such that e ∈ Pv.
There is a unique g in G such that gv ∈ Y0, and then ge ∈ gPv = Pgv. Hence
ge lies in Y0, and gv lies in the finite subtree Yge of Y0. Here g is the unique
element of G such that ge ∈ EY0, and we have v ∈ g−1Yge, so there are only
finitely many possibilities for v, as desired.”.

1743 Change “Thus we may assume that n ≥ 1.” to “If n = 1 then G has an
infinite cyclic subgroup of finite index by Theorem 4.4, and this case is easy.
Thus we may assume that n ≥ 2.”.

1765 Change “Kk” to “Hk.
1762 Change “Thus in” to “Now let (G,W ) be a PDn pair, so, by ”.
17711 Change whole line to“K-orientable K-acyclic K-manifold X of dimension n,

whose boundary components are K-acyclic”.



PLACE CHANGE

1776 Change “ξ◦” to “ε◦”.
17820 Change “Definitions” to “Definition”.
1839 There is a vertical arrow missing on the left of the diagram (1).
18512 In the display that comes two before (7), in the top row, change “KωKE”

to “ωKE”.
18511 In the display that comes two before (7), in the label on the rightmost vertical

arrow, delete “(−1)n”.
1857 In the display that comes before (7), in the label on the rightmost vertical

arrow, delete “(−1)n”.
18615 In the display in mid-page, change the two rightmost “ξ ∩ −” to “−ξ ∩ −”.
18612 In (8) change “ξ ∩ ηe” to “−ξ ∩ ηe”.
1987 Change “W −Gw” to “W −Gw0”.
19815 Insert “ET = Ge” after “Ge is finite”.
19914 Insert “ET = Ge” after “Ge is finite”.
20210 Change “

∑
j∈[1,N ]

” to “
∑

i,j∈[1,N ]

”.

20310 Change “||a|| ||b|| ≥ |tr (b̄)|” to “||a|| ||b|| ≥ |tr (ab̄)|”.
2024 Change “then – induces” to “then −− induces”.
2038 Change to

“(1) ||ane||2 = tr(aneane) = tr(aneē an) = tr(ancan) = tr(anc̄ an).”.
2037,6 Change “tr(ancan)” to “tr(anc̄ an)” twice.
2058 Change “P 7→ KG⊗K P” to “P → KG⊗K P”.
20514 Change “for all j ∈ [1,m]” to “for all i ∈ [1,m]”.
20512 Change “

∑
i,g∈G

” to “
∑
i,g

”.

20612,13 Change “[w1 · · ·wq] = [w2 · · ·wqw1]” to “Tr(w1 · · ·wq) = Tr(w2 · · ·wqw1)”.
2074 Before “invertible” insert “is”.
20814 Change “A ∗C X0” to “A ∗C x0”.
2092 Change “V -term” to “E-term”.
2111 Change “→ 0” to “→ P0”.
21222−21 Change “= K is right annihilated by ωKG” to “= K = KG/ωKG”.
21220 Change “α∗(P ∗) ⊆ ωKG” to “α∗(P ∗) = ωKG”.
2195 After “if” insert “and only if”.
21915 Change “Z0(K,G)” to “Hom(C0(K), G)”.
2204 Change “Z⊗ Z” to “Z× Z”.
22215 Change “G” to “K”.
2245 Change “s” to “σ”.
22414 One can change “P ∩ |K|” to “P”, since P ⊆ |K|.
2247 Change “j(γi)” to “jP (γi)”.
22511 Change “h1” to “h1”.
2252 After “colouring” insert “with two colours”.
2293 Change “X” to “S”.
2315 Change the second “v1” to “v2”.
23215 Change “ET” to “V T”.



PLACE CHANGE

23216 Change the second “ET” to “T”.
2369 At the end of the line add “Moreover it follows from the thinness of b∗2 or b∗1

that ν = δ.”

24013−12 Change “G, the automorphism group of K, is generated” to “G is the group
of automorphisms of K generated”.

2451−3 Delete “H1(K,Z2) ... that”.
2453 Change “H1(K,Z2) = 0” to “every scc separates M”.
2727 Insert in left hand column:

“Bass, H. {45, 46, 71}
1993. Covering theory for graphs of groups, J. Pure and Appl. Algebra 89,
3–47. {105≈} .”

2727 In right hand column change the Burns entry to
“Burns, R.G.
1971. On the intersection of finitely generated subgroups of a free group,
Math. Z. 119, 121–130. {39} ”

2736 In right hand column change “Gerardin” to “Gérardin”.
2735 In left hand column change “15” to “25”.
27316−18 In right hand column delete the entry.
27325 In right hand column change “Normal Flächen” to “Normalflächen”.
2734 In right hand column change “Raüme” to “Räume”.
27422 Delete from left hand column “134,”.
27420−45 In the right hand column, interchange lines 20-32 with lines 33-45, to obtain

alphabetic order.
27427 In left hand column change “dreidemensionalen” to “dreidimensionalen”.
27425 In right hand column change “isomorphismen” to “Isomorphismen”.
27511 Insert in right hand column

1991. Foldings of G-trees, pp. 355-368 in Arboreal Group Theory (Roger
C. Alperin, Editor), MSRI Publications 19, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1991.
{44≈}

2757 Change “Räume” to “Räumen”.
2763 Insert in left hand column “(-)′”.
2747 Insert in left hand column:

“Magnus, W.
Noneuclidean Tesselations and their Groups, Academic Press, New York,
1974. {103}”

27510 In the right hand column change “ {71, 100} ” to “ {71, 100, 134}”.
2751 In the right hand column add

“Zimmerman, B.,
1981. Über Homeömorphismen n-dimensionaler Henkelkörper und endliche
Erweiterungen von Schottky-Gruppen, Comm. Math. Helv. 56, 474–481.
{134}”

27612 The triangle in the right hand column should be unshaded.


